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I. INTRODUCTION and (Pz - Py) /A, are given by 
One effect of random skew quadrupole field errors 

is to perturb the p-functions. This effect may be large 
in proton accelerators using superconducting magnets, 
because of the relatively large random skew quadrupole 
field errors that are expected in these magnets. The effect 
is also increased by the required insertions in proton 
colliders which generate large P-functions in the insertion 
region. 

(Pl - Pz) /PC = x 1 n 
(p2 - P!,) /& = c [ ( Av ;;2;;, u2)) Cn “; [:(;z=q);yl + ““1 

n 

This effect has been studied in the RHIC acceler- 
ator (the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider proposed at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory). For RHIC, large 
changes in the p-functions were found, as large as 100% 
increase in the p-function in one worse case. 

An analytic result has been found for the changes in 
the beta functions caused by the random al. This result 
indicates that the important harmonics of al that need 
to be controlled are the harmonics near v, + vV. This 
has been verified in computer studies. The random al 
will also generate a large tune splitting[l,2] in RJJIC. The 
analytic result indicates that the correction of the tune 
splitting will also correct a large part of the errors in the 
beta functions. This has been shown in computer studies. 
The al correction system that has been developed to 
correct the tune splitting in RHIC appears able to correct 
most of the error in the beta functions. 

Av (e, “y) = (1/4XP) 
s 

ds al (A-Py)f exp[i (--YzSz + uyay)] 

0, = *z/uz, ey = Il'ylvy 

(1) 
v, and vy are the unperturbed tunes. The above results 

will be derived in a future paper. Eqs. (1) can be written 
in integral form as 

(” - Bz)‘pc = - \AY (“:,y:- p) 1 2psin r tvz + vu) 

II. RESULTS FOR THE ,&FUNCTIONS 

The random quadrupole field errors expected in 
RHIC[2] are used in this study. The effect of the random 
al, the skew quadrupole error, is to couple the 1: and y 
motions. The 2 motion and the y motion can each be 
written as the sum of 2 normal modes which have the 
v-values v1 and ~2. Each of the normal modes also have 
p-functions denoted by ,!?I and pz. For a given distribu- 
tion of field errors, PI and 132 can be computed using the 
results of Edwards and Teng.[3] 

The integral form for (& - By) I/3,, is obtained from Eq. 
(2) through th e substitutions in Eq. (2) of /31 --+ ,&, 
A + Py, vx --+ vy, vy - VX! 61 + 62, AV(Y,h -P> + 

Au (~2 + P, ~21, VI ---f ~21 51 = phase [Av (ZQ, v1 - p)] and 
62 = phase [Av* (24 + p, vg)]. For the f, the top sign is 
used for 0 > 0’ and the bottom sign for 0 < 0’. 

An analytic result has been found for the change in 
/31 and ,& which is valid close to the resonance v, - vy = p, 
p being some integer. Let /?I be the beta function that 
approaches &, the unperturbed beta function, when 
al -+ 0, and similarly for /?2 and & . Then (,& - az) /,& 

Eq. (1) shows that the important harmonics in al 
are the harmonics near v, + vy, and a correction system 
for ,f&, ,f& should probably control the harmonics of al 
near vc + vy . However, Eq. (1) shows that the dominant 
harmonic in (/?I - ,0=) /,& is the 2v, harmonic and in 
(Pa - By> /if, the 2 vy harmonic. Near the v, - vy = 0 
resonance, the 2v,, 2vy and v, + vy harmonics are about 
the same. JIowever they are different near the v, - vy = p 
resonance. The above formulae appear to suggest the 
effects of a v, + vy = integer sum resonance. Jiowever it 
may be more proper to label it as a half-integer resonance 
effect in the coordinate system of the normal modes. 
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One may note the factor (~1 - ~2) /Av. For large 
Av, Av >> (vz - vy - p), then this function approaches 
1. This may be seen from the result for v1 and v2 near 

bn = (1/4x/J) 
s 

ds al (p,&)+ exp [i (- (n + vy) @Z + +f&)] 

Cn = (1/4TP) 
s 

ds al (/?zPy)+ exp [i (- (n + e) 0~ + Yz@z)l 

x 
J 

ds’a1 (3’) (Pz (s’) By (3’))” 

cm [ix (e + “y) - (vr + uy) (e - 8’) + vy (e:, - “I) - El] 

(2) 
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the V, - vY = 0 resonance. Table 2: Maximum pi at QF and the maximum pz at 
QD for 10 distributions of random (11 fields, for the RHIC 

I 
,0’ = 2 lattice, showing the effect of correcting the tune 

rQ=Ff (uz- uy)2 /4 + lAv12] ’ , splitting on pi, ,&. L 

uz=VF (uz- 1 i+)2 /4 + /Aujzj ’ , (3) 
Error 
Field 

2 Family Enlarged al 
Correction Correction 

i7= (v~+z+)/~, Av= AY(P,P) , 

For the f, the top sign is used for V, > v!, and the bottom 
sign for V= < vY. According to Eq. (3) (vi - vS) /Av + 1 
for large AV and (vr - v=) /Au N ~Av/] (vz - vY) ] for 
small Av. For very small Au, the result is not easy to 
compute correctly because of higher order term in al that 
are not given in Eqs. (3). Computer studies show that 
correction of ~1 and ~2 to make them closer to v,, z+ 
tends to decrease (/3r - pz) /,Bz and (p2 - &) /& which 
may be due in part to this (~1 - vz) /AY factor. 

Table 1: Maximum PI, p2 for 10 distributions of random 
al fields for the RHIC ,0* = 2 lattice. No corrections are 
present. 

Error 
Field 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

P l,maz P 2,mor 

at QF at QD 

Cm) (4 
68 75 

138 95 
89 78 
83 74 
69 65 
65 67 
76 82 
78 79 
80 78 
77 87 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

systt :m Syr :m 
P l,TJIU P 2,mar P l,mClz P 2,moz 

58 58 57 56 
57 54 59 74 
56 59 56 59 
63 57 61 56 
63 60 63 60 
55 58 58 62 

102 84 61 59 
60 57 64 60 
58 59 58 58 
60 78 57 56 

Table 1 lists the beta functions, before any correction 
of the random ai fields for the RHIC p’ = 2 lattice for 
ten distributions of the random al. The table lists the 
maximum pi found at the normal focusing quadrupoles, 
QF, and the maximum /?2 at the normal defocusing 
quadrupoles, QD. The unperturbed value of the maximum 
PO and & is 50 m. One sees that change in the beta 
functions of the order of 100% are computed. pr and pz 
were computed using the exact results of Edwards and 
Teng.[3] 

Using Eq. (4), one can compute the expected rms 
value of (PI - h> lPz which gives for RHIC ((PI - ,&) 

lull* = 0.29. For 72 QF magnets, the 90% probability 
result is ,f3r,mar = ,@z,,,~= = 95. This is in fairly good 
agreement with the results in Table 1. The exceptionally 
large Pl,moz = 138 for seed 2 is due to ~1 being shifted 
close to the ~1 = 29 resonance where /3r would become 

One may also note that (PI - pz) //3= is linear in al infinite. This effect of the ~1 = 29 resonance is not 
for large Au, and quadratic in al for small Au. included in our results for (PI - ,Bt) l/3=. 

A result for the rms value of (PI - ,&) /pz due 
to random distribution of al errors may be obtained III. CORRECTION OF p,, p2 

from the integral form Eq. (2), for the case when Computer studies indicate that when the tune shifts 

]Avl >> ]uz - uY -p]. In this case ]ui - uz]/]Au] N 1 and u1 -u, and u2 - uY are corrected, then ,f?1 - p, and ,02 -&, 
are also reduced. This is indicated by the analytical 

Pa:,, = 7 PiqTrnS 

result Eqs. (1). It is partly due to the (ur - uz)/Au, 
(~2 - uY) /Au factors in Eqs. (1). It is also partly 
due to the driving terms b,, c, in Eq. (l), which are 

Pl - Ps 
( ) 

= N;,2 (PZPY) ( 
112 (4) 

alms k > 
also important driving terms for the tune splitting.[4] In 
RHIC the tune splitting correction includes a 2 family al 

0 z k,rms 2.8psin 7r (us + uy) correction system, that corrects the different resonance, 
uz - uy = 0, and most of the tune splitting, and an 

where the index k indicates the different types of magnets. enlarged al correction system[4] to correct the residual 
Nk is the number of magnets of a certain type. Eq. (4) tune splitting by controlling the harmonics of al near 
also gives the result for ((pa - py) /,BY)rmS. One also sees V, + uy. 
that Table 2 shows what happens to PI, pz when the tune 

splitting is corrected by the above 2 family tune splitting 
((A - a) /A),,, = [4~/ (2.8 sin T (v, + +))I AurmJ correction systems. One sees that the /31 - ,&, /32 - ,By 

(5) errors are considerably reduced. The results in Table 2, 
where Au,.,,,~ is the rms value of Au. include the effects of random 6r field which can generate 
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a 20% error in pr and pz. However, a considerable error Using these procedures the largest error in pi,& was 
in pi, ,/3z remains for some distributions. reduced to 28%, which includes the 20% effect due to the 

Table 2 also shows what happens to pi,& when the random bl which has not been corrected. 
tune splitting is further reduced using the enlarged al 
correction system to control harmonics near u, + uy . One 
sees a considerable improvement in ,& and pz. 
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